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Motivations
• Naval forces do not have to be engaged in constant 

centralized communication. Deployed Navy vessels 
have demonstrated independence of action in stealthy 
coordinated operations for hundreds of years.

• Littoral operations, deployable unmanned systems, and 
a refactored force mix for surface ships pose a growing 
set of naval challenges and opportunities.

• Four Network-optional warfare (NOW) precepts for 
deliberate, stealthy, minimalist tactical communications: 
Efficient Messaging, Optical Signaling, Semantic Coherence, 
Ethical Human Supervision of Autonomy

https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/Efficient+Messaging
https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/Optical+Signaling
https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/Semantic+Coherence
https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/2017/12/06/Ethical+Mission+Definition+and+Execution+for+Maritime+Robots+under+Human+Supervision


Network Optional Warfare (NOW)

https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/Network+Optional+Warfare

https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/Network+Optional+Warfare


Working definition: NOW

Network Optional Warfare (NOW)
• Vulnerabilities arise for naval forces conducting 

constant communications due to lack of stealth 
and dependence on continuous data exchange.

• Emissions control (EMCON) and judicious use of 
low-probability of intercept (LPI) data channels  
can restore naval covertness and tactical surprise.

• Data compression and a well-defined signal book 
can enable fluid operations across NCW and NOW, 
aiding command autonomy and freedom of action.

https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/Network+Optional+Warfare
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Optical communications operational concept



Sea change in naval strategy is under way

Imminent threats, especially in Littoral Operations
• Freedom of maritime operations, South Pacific
• Budget pressures simply preclude status quo

Major strategic response:  Distributed lethality
• Bimodal fleet provides selective presence where 

needed, only use blue-water ships when decisive
• Bimodal fleet supports maritime collaboration 

and gradated response in naval operations
• Must broadly integrate use of unmanned systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Careful choice of words: gradate.  http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/gradate#English 



Strategic benefits as well

Low-cost escalation becomes practical rather than 
destabilizing reliance on high-stakes forces
• Leading with carriers and submarines carries risk 

of immense economic, political costs if one is lost
• … U.S. might win battle but lose the longer war

Flotilla + NOW conops can change the playing field
• Shift economics of gradual escalation in our favor
• Stabilizing: allies hold the asymmetric advantage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critique is especially valuable now as we try to apply (technical + tactical) progress to (operational + strategic) challenges.For maximum impact, also need to look at how this changes the fleet’s logistics chain and further influences acquisition criteria for new systems.



Agile EMCON Capstone Project
NOW blog

https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/2015/06/24/Net-Centric+plus+Network+Optional+Yields+Mission-Agile+EMCON


Supporting technologies for NOW

• Efficient Messaging
– Efficient XML Interchange (EXI), WAN optimization

• Optical Signaling
– QR code streaming, Digital Flashing Light (DFL)

• Semantic Coherence
– Structured vocabularies, Navy/allied “signal book”



Efficient Messaging

Multiple theses have provided in-depth analysis that Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) 
compression of XML/Web data can have major impacts on afloat communications.



EXI compression superior in all cases



USNI PROCEEDINGS article

http://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/2014-07/professional-notes


Debich thesis: Navy WAN optimization
NOW blog

Briefed to RADM Lewis, Command SPAWAR on 27 March 2015

https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/2015/06/12/THE+ROLE+OF+EFFICIENT+XML+INTERCHANGE+(EXI)+IN+NAVY+WIDE-AREA+NETWORK+(WAN)+OPTIMIZATION


Hill thesis: EXI compression for large datasets
NOW blog

Briefed to RADM Lewis Commander SPAWAR on 27 March 2015

https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/2015/06/12/EVALUATION+OF+EFFICIENT+XML+INTERCHANGE+(EXI)+FOR+LARGE+DATASETS+AND+AS+AN+ALTERNATIVE+TO+BINARY+JSON+ENCODINGS
http://www.navy.mil/navydata/bios/navybio.asp?bioID=522


Optical signaling

QR Codes
Digital Flashing Light (DFL)

Covert modalities



Optical signaling for Network Optional 
Warfare



QR for overhead observation

0.5m QR pixels, initially unreadable

PS King Hall (overhead) and 
panagel Hall (oblique view)



Open-source QR TDA software, test rig



Now can stream QR data 13-20m, proposed work to test across-campus signaling



Next steps for optical signaling
• Increase range: optics and displays
• Digital Flashing Light (DFL) experimentation
• Develop, establish streaming protocols
• Deploy and test capabilities at sea
• IO thesis student CAPT Stephen Philips USMC



Semantic coherence

QR Codes
Digital Flashing Light (DFL)

Covert modalities



Semantic Coherence
Military command and control (C2) systems often function similarly, but diverse message systems are not interoperable.
Patchwork communication links are commonly called stovepipe systems which only work within specific systems, not broadly 
across multiple systems. These incompatibilities surprise many people: if trained experts can understand such 
correspondences, why can't systems translate them also? Data format incompatibility is the primary cause of non-
interoperability in communications for robotics, command & control (C2), and Modeling & Simulation (M&S) systems.
Achieving clarity. A fundamental consideration in the design of programming and data languages is that they consist of two 
primary components: syntax (form) and semantics (meaning). If both challenges are solved, then a language is effective. NPS 
has performed several projects that explore coherent syntax and consistent semantics for tactical messaging in the robotics, 
C2, and M&S domains. The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the basis for syntax, and definition of common terms can 
provide the semantics. A broad harmonization appears to be possible between diverse protocols in military-relevant 
contexts. Messaging might become compatible, stovepipe connections might become links to a common coherent 
communications bus.  Most important data exchange that can benefit from interoperability: contact track information.
Historic example. Well-known fact: the English Navy's signal-flag book was a critical factor in the Battle of Trafalgar which 
enabled coordination despite melee and English victory. Lesser-known fact: each night for the previous two years Admiral 
Lord Nelson went to dinner aboard every ship in his fleet. After dinner they laid out the charts on the wardroom table and he 
explained the details of the battle plans, what each signal-flag hoist actually meant, and how forces should proceed if 
communications were interrupted. As a result, the officers on every ship understood both commander's intent and the specific 
semantic significance of each of the signal messages. These ships were able to act both independently and collectively, even 
amidst cannon fire and smoke and confusion and "fog of war," winning this critical major battle.
Reclaiming past strengths. Countless examples exist throughout naval history where commanders acted independently with 
only intermittent communications to achieve coordinated goals. We are examining how semantic coherence might produce a 
concise and effective "signal book" for Naval messaging that improves interoperability while reducing both size and stove-
piped complexity of at-sea message traffic. Our research is now applying these concepts to help connect three important 
domains: robotics tasking interoperability, C2 protocol interoperability, and simulation protocol interoperability.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stovepipe_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syntax_(programming_languages)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_flag_signalling#History
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_trafalgar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horatio_Nelson,_1st_Viscount_Nelson


Robot Task, Mission Interoperability 
for Ethical Operations

• Unmanned systems must work together with 
human systems, not magically and uniquely. 

• Task constraints and prerequisites provide a path 
for ensuring autonomous lethal systems correctly 
execute commanders intent.

• Simulation work to show that coordinated 
human-robot teams can operate ethically in 
accordance with Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC)

• Semantic Web ontology shows tractability is 
possible for a wide range of diverse systems.



Data dilemma: security

• Most computer security and cyber defense 
activity in Navy is oriented around networks

• Sheer variety of systems, networks and usages 
makes a coherent defense nearly impossible

• Nature of problem has become battleground 
between network offense and defense

• But: we care most about data, not transport



Data-centric security

• Focus first on the information being shared
– Who needs what?  When, where and why?

• Utilize PII CAC infrastructure already in place
– Encrypt and authenticate, in any combination
– Use alternate encryption for external partners

• Network transport becomes much simpler
– Data not at risk, whether in motion or at rest
– “How” data gets sent becomes much simpler 



Data-centric security pilots

• Pick a cross-cutting category of data sharing
– Unclassified, unrestricted
– Navy, cross-service, public, international
– Multiple Action Plans and blog entries relate
– Walk the walk, repeat and scale to learn quickly

• Data Strategy for Unmanned Systems Field 
Experimentation (FX), Simulation and Analysis
– https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/Data

+Strategy+for+Unmanned+Systems  

https://mmowgli.nps.edu/dd/reports/ActionPlanList_ddMmowgliGame.html#ActionPlan22
https://wiki.nps.edu/display/NOW/Data+Strategy+for+Unmanned+Systems


Additional topics, Semantic Coherence

No need to “fix” giant sprawl of software systems
• Each deployed on independent timelines anyway  
Connect the stovepipes
• C2 protocol mappings, packet bridges
• M+S protocol mappings, packet bridges
• Interoperability lets M+S be part of warfight
Terse “core” signal book gives new systems, agents, 
computational resources bigger & better impact



Many paths to explore

• Agile EMCON: extending network-centric 
paradigms for asymmetric advantage

• Semantic coherency: terser “signal book” to make 
sense out of disparate stovepipes

• Concept extrapolation for real world locales
– What do operations among 30,000 islands really mean?

• Walk the walk
– Theses, partners, wargames, fleet experiments, plans

• Evolve naval operations and defense strategies 
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